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Abstract
While businesses worldwide are aiming increasingly on the sustainability in various business areas, customer service is by nature not consistent and stable, because it is delivered by human beings and, therefore, subject to their imperfections and influences on them. This can result in unstable, unsustainable and unpredictable service delivery. This article describes the corporate culture/service quality conceptualization as a basis for overcoming this by embedding and implementing the stability and sustainability of corporate culture to enhance the stability and sustainability of quality of service. This conceptual study demonstrates that a well-planned and maintained corporate culture, based on quality service delivery goals, is able to do exactly that under the initiative of the leadership. Although there are many articles referring to service quality, very few of them succeed in bringing sufficient aspects into account to be able to form a holistic image of enhancing stability, sustainability and consistency in service quality. Existing models and approaches were combined in a holistic conceptual approach.
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Introduction
“The bitterness of poor quality remains long after low pricing is forgotten!” This is the familiar slogan ascribed to the well-known Gucci family (also ascribed to people such as Charles Royce the co-founder of Rolls Royce, Benjamin Franklin and Leon M Cauitillo) (Wisdom on demand). This emphasizes the recognition by influential people regarding the lasting image or impression of the quality experience. It’s well known that customer service is not always stable and sustainable mainly due to the fact that service is delivered by human beings and, therefore, subject to the fallibilities and inconsistency of human nature. Sustainable service quality requires the full commitment of frontline employees with direct contact with customers (Ekmekci, 2009 and Liang, Tseng and Lee, 2010). Contact sessions with frontline employees become the customer’s holistic experience of the entire customer service of the organization (Beaujean et al., 2006; Zeithaml, Bitner and Gremler, 2009). Kotler and Keller (2012, pp. 18, 151) explains thoroughly the importance of the holistic marketing concept and orientation. Holistic marketing acknowledges that everything matters in marketing and that a broad, integrated perspective is often necessary.

Service quality is fluctuating by nature and a client of a business may experience that different frontline employees (people behind the counter) treat them differently, and that the same person behind the counter may treat him/her differently on different occasions or different days or even at different times on the same day (Verna, 2012). Good consistent service quality is important, because it can be linked directly to the profitability of a business as explained by the model of the service profit chain (Heskett, Jones, Loveman, Sasser Jr. and Schlesinger, 2008).

A service is by nature directly linked to the individual delivering the service (Cambra-Fiero, Melero-Polo and Vazquez-Carrasco, 2014, pp. 69-71). This notion gives rise to the problem that the quality of services, derived by different individuals or even by the same individual under different circumstances, may differ widely (Cerasale, 2005 p, 181). An organization can only ensure stable and sustainable service quality, in line with business objectives, if it is impregnated by a positive corporate culture that is by nature a consistent behavioral aspect in organizations over the long term (Watkins, 2013).

Main aim and objective
The objective of this article is to construct a conceptualization of impregnating service delivery quality culture with an integrated marketing system to provide stability and sustainability in service quality. Corporate culture is integrated with the components of the marketing support system and the components of service quality. The article is aimed at describing marketing components that can link corporate culture effectively to the output of stable and sustainable service quality.

The conceptualization of the research
The conceptualization in this article proclaims that the planning of a stable sustainable customer service starts off by the management taking initiative and
marketed by applying the four P’s (the marketing instruments) of the marketing mix, namely Product, Place (distribution), Price and Promotion (marketing communications), but the marketing of services require three additional marketing instruments (the extended marketing mix) to be added (Kotler, 1994; Strydom, 2012, p. 244; Cant and van Heerden (eds), 2010, p. 451). These instruments include physical evidence (Zeithaml et al., 2006, p. 27); processes and people (Grönroos 1990 and Strydom, 2012, p. 244) which are basically responsible for conveying the image of service quality and should be integrated with the corporate culture to affect both employees and customers.

The importance of sustainable consistent customer service quality

Service and service quality forms internally part of most businesses (Kotler and Keller, 2012, p. 356). One bad customer service experience can have to a considerably negative impact on an organization and can haunt an organization for long. Almost 90% of the time customers will not return if they’ve had a bad customer service experience (Harris, 2011, p. 2). Multiple episodes of poor service delivery may lead to disconfirmation or general attitude change among the customers and have a significant impact on the reputation of the organization (Awwad and Agti, 2011), but consistency in customer service can obviously build effective long term relationships with the customers.

Businesses realize that good service quality can lead to advantages such as better customer loyalty and profitability according to the well-known Profit Value Chain of Heskett at al. (1977) and Bakhare (2011, p. 48). Service quality can vary according to (Domingo, 2012) the place, the time and the person/s involved in the delivery. To attain consistency over the long term in service delivery is very difficult, yet it is the most important and the most conspicuous (Domingo, 2012). It can become a great sustainable competitive advantage for the business to build customer loyalty and attain higher profitability.

Service delivery by frontline employees

Services are usually delivered by frontline service employees, representing the first contact with the organization, and can determine a lasting image (Zhou, Yong, and Danling, 2014). Such employees must, therefore, be thoroughly selected, trained and cared for in order to enhance their abilities to perform their jobs to become more effective (Yazdanifard and Jo Ey, 2014, pp. 129-137 and Sohel and Schroeder, 2002, pp. 540-550). But because of the fallibility and inconsistency of the human nature (Markman, 2008) and the unpredictability of influences on them, service
delivery may not be reliable and sustainable. Management intervention and commitment is needed in terms of aspects such as employee rewards, customer service training, empowerment, customer service orientation and conveying the organization’s mission and objectives of the corporate culture to employees (Rod and Ashill, 2010; Yavas, Babakus and Ashill, 2010, p. 373). Even then employees may not be able to deliver optimal service to the customer if they are unhappy and/or unmotivated and they must be motivated and persuaded managers to embrace the quality culture (Heskett et al., 1994). Even well-motivated employees can fail to focus their activities in line with the content of the corporate culture without awareness of the principles of the desired corporate culture (Naicker, 2008, p. 31).

Corporate culture

Most authors writing about organizational culture regard it as a long term stable, conservative and resistant force that is likely to change only through management intervention (Hatch, 2004, pp. 190-211; Robbins, 2005; El Din Nafie, 2012, p. 84). Some important aspects to sustain long term stability of service quality in a corporate culture are discussed below.

The meaning of corporate culture and the importance thereof

Organizational culture entails deeply seated (often subconscious) values and beliefs shared by personnel in an organization (Martins and Terblanche, 2003, p. 65). It can be compared to a set of basic best practices that worked so well in the past that they are accepted as part of the corporate culture. This can convey a standard in which things are done or whereby problems should be understood (Coulthard, 2004 and Chingang and Lukong, 2010).

Corporate culture can be seen as a strategic asset, and can be the essence of a “business model” (Flamholtz and Randle, 2011 and Flamholtz and Randle, 2012, pp. 76-94) with which seventy per cent believe an organization lacking a high performance culture is doomed to mediocrity. Similarly, Behar (Behar and Goldstein, 2008), Starbucks International President, has stated in his book about Starbucks that the company’s success is about leadership and culture rather than its product; as the title states: “It’s not about the coffee”!

It can affect the staff and the workplace and can determine the survival of an organization over the long term derived from the strength and stability of the components of corporate culture providing strength like the strands of a strong cable (Bertels, 2010). These components include shared values; norms of behavior; and symbols and symbolic action and can be summarized as follows (Aaker, 2002 and Aaker, 2011, p. 57, Mobley et al., 2005 and Stock, Six, Zacharias, 2012 and Flamholtz and Randle, 2012, p. 77):

- **Shared values (dominant beliefs)** necessary to enhance their behavior in a way that is beneficial to the corporate culture. Employees will act accordingly even to gain acceptance and approval from the group (Goldstone, 2007, p. 47).
- **Norms** of behavior or informal rules of the culture can influence decisions and actions throughout the business.
- **Symbols and symbolic action** reflect underlying values or realities and tangible expressions of shared realities. Consistent and visible symbols in the work environment can guide employees toward behavior that is appropriate for the situation.


A Harvard Business School study shows a variety of areas in which companies with the right culture outperformed their counterparts with revenues 4.1 times higher, stock prices 12.2 times higher, and return on investment 15 times higher (Kotter & Heskett, 2010). A strong positive relationship exists between the kind of marketing culture a service firm has and its degree of marketing effectiveness (Gebauer, Edvardsson and Bjurko, 2010) partly due to a psychological link in the relationship between organizational culture, employee attitude, and performance (Goldstone, 2007, p. 45). According to Goldstone (2007, pp. 43-47), a positive corporate culture can increase organizational effectiveness, productivity, and employee commitment; while also reinforcing the core beliefs embraced by organizational leadership.

Corporate culture as a basis for sustaining customer service quality

A culture of quality is required for success in implementing a quality strategy approach (Hauser 2006 p., 1), because a strong culture is stable and constant and can create behavior consistency through a variety of mechanisms (Goldstone, 2007, p. 34).

Better knowledge of corporate culture drives service-quality excellence and customer satisfaction (Scotti et al., 2007).

According to Roger and Meehan (2007, p. 261), the best companies succeed on two corporate cultural dimensions simultaneously:
Unique personality: Every winning culture has a unique personality that cannot be invented or imposed and needs to be discovered from within.

Six high-performance behaviors: These are the following: high aspirations and a desire to win; an external focus; thinking like owners; biased to action; individuals functioning as teams; passion and energy.

Neither one of these is sufficient, but a combined effect of both produces a winning sustainable culture and what is needed to enhance service quality excellence and a corresponding consumer quality to enhance customer loyalty (Beitelspacher, Richey and Reynolds, 2011).

The relationship between corporate culture, customer service and organizational performance

Two applicable models include elements explaining the role of corporate culture in service marketing namely the Customer Satisfaction Performance Index and the Profit Service Chain model.

Customer Satisfaction Performance index model (CSP)

The Customer Satisfaction Performance index (CSP) (Davidson and Kabacoff, 2003) explains the relationships between organizational culture, organizational climate, service quality, customer satisfaction and organizational performance. The combination of components influenced by the organizational culture are described as empowerment and training; organizational climate; operating procedures and resources; and service quality. The effect of these components will give rise to better customer satisfaction and organizational performance.

Service quality and corporate culture were successfully combined in the case of PetroChina where empowerment, training and organizational climate were combined with the purpose to ensure a continuous, stable and healthy development of quality service delivery (PetroChina, 2011). Delivering a high quality and consistent customer experience is also the top driver of loyalty (Kshirsagar & Thomas, 2011). The CEO of the Dahabshiil Banking Group described their success as ‘a direct result of the commitment and dedication of staff worldwide, combined with a unique entrepreneurial corporate culture focusing on consistent delivery of service quality to our customers’ (Dababshiil press release, 2016).

The Service Profit Chain and sustainability

The sustainability element of competitiveness in service organizations is explained by the Service Profit Chain (Lau, 2000, p. 422) attributing the service organization’s financial and market performance to its relationships with its customers and employees (Heskett, 2001). Internal service quality serves as the foundation of the model, igniting a chain effect towards an organization’s growth and profit (Silvestro, 2002).

The Service Profit Chain establishes relationships between profitability, customer loyalty, employee satisfaction, loyalty, and productivity and can be summarized as follows showing the links of the chain (Heskett et al., 2008):

- Internal quality drives employee satisfaction.
- Employee satisfaction drives employee loyalty.
- Employee loyalty drives employee productivity.
- Employee productivity drives value.
- Value drives customer satisfaction.
- Customer satisfaction drives customer loyalty.
- Customer loyalty drives growth and profitability.

This Profit Service Chain explains in one model what have been discussed so far and clearly indicates the effect of corporate culture on employees, service value and customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Heskett at al. (1997) include many components enhancing corporate culture in the Service Profit Chain such as workplace design, selection and development, rewards and recognition and tools for servicing customers. They further postulate that these elements activate a chain of performance relationships commencing with a virtuous circle of internal service quality; service capability; employee satisfaction and loyalty; productivity and output quality (good service quality). These aspects, in turn, drive service value, customer satisfaction and loyalty, leading to enhanced revenue growth and/or profitability.

Leadership plays a key role in the successful results of the Service Profit Chain. Leaders, who understand the Service Profit Chain, develop and maintain a corporate culture centred on service to customers and fellow employees (Schein, 2004, 2010 and Mgbere, 2009, p. 380) and service quality (Kasper, 2002). They care about their employees and spend a great deal of time selecting, tracking, and giving them recognition. This is a sharp contrast to many people who take culture as a given and think you can’t do anything about it (Heskett et al., 1994, p. 168).

With a clear comprehension of leadership, corporate culture, service quality and eventual profit, attention should also be given to enhancing the consistency and sustainability of the delivery of service quality over the long term based on the inherent stability of corporate culture and how to convey the values of the corporate culture to employees and embed it into the marketing tasks (Kuhlmann, 2010; Sumarto and Subroto A., 2011; and Eustace and and Martins, 2014).
Corporate culture and sustainability

Corporate culture has a nature of stability and sustainability (Ramirez, West and Costell, 2013 and Jo Ey and Yazdanifard, 2014). Sustainability is seen by business leaders as central to any business and they believe that sustainability issues will be important to the future success of a business (Accenture, 2011, p. 4). Businesses that have a strong, consistent culture are most effective (Goldstone, 2007, p. 40) and employees and the organization respond in a predictable manner.

The attitude of a business toward quality is important for at least three main reasons relating to efficiency (Popescu and Poanta, 2009, p. 140):

♦ Effectiveness and cost benefits relating to quality service.
♦ The pressure exercised by the competition and the development of a sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) as will be discussed later.
♦ The evolution of client’s expectations in terms of service quality.

Building the consistency and sustainability of the corporate culture itself

Management should impregnate marketing activities with decisions enhancing the desired culture of consistency and consistency in service quality to be made more performance enhancing. Such changes are complex take time and require leadership (Kotter, 1992, p. 12).

The high sustainability organizations are described as those who have embraced a culture of sustainability by adopting a coherent set of corporate policies relating to the environment, employees, community, products and customers. The policies relating to employees include aspects such as a policy for diversity and equal opportunity, work-life balance, health and safety improvement, and favouring internal promotion (Eccles, Loannou and Serafeim, 2012). The ways in which the corporate culture can be imbedded need special attention.

Conveying and embedding the values of corporate culture: the use of internal marketing

Management can use internal marketing to convey the desired values it wants embed in the corporate culture to the employees (Papasolomou and Vrontis, 2006; Lee and Wen-Jung, 2005; and Santos-Vijande, Alvarez and Rodriguez, 2012).

Internal marketing can be described as the technique by which leadership can use to persuade and motivate employees towards the effective implementation of corporate and functional strategies and so overcome organizational resistance (Che Ha, Abu Bakar and Jaafar, 2007, p. 135). Therefore, a service and customer-oriented culture can be conveyed to the employees by internal marketing (Grönroos, 2000) and is especially needed amongst many ignorant front-line employees (Dobrev, 2012). There exists adequate empirical evidence to support the relationship between internal marketing and business performance (Hwang and Chi, 2005). Internal marketing offers the unique opportunity of embedding the values of the corporate culture practically into training and skills of the employees.

Internal marketing can convey corporate culture over in a bold and convincing way so that the employees will feel part of that culture and of the ventures of the organization sharing the vision of the management. Front-line employees must be well acquainted with portraying the image of good quality in satisfying customers and building strong relationships with them. This depends greatly on effective and successful internal marketing (Dumitrescu and Apostu, 2009, p. 327). One can, thus, regard the primary objective of internal marketing to develop employee awareness of their roles so that the organization can have a lasting relationship with its customers (Dumitrescu, Cetina and Pentescu, 2012). The process of internal marketing can take place in four steps, namely:

1. Establishment of a service culture.
2. Development of a marketing approach in human resource management.
3. Dissemination of marketing information to employees.
4. Implementation of a reward and recognition system.

A strong link has also been found between internal marketing and profits. Hwang and Chi (2005) show that there is empirical evidence to support the relationship between internal marketing and business performance. Further, Awwad and Agti (2011, p. 232) have found that there is a strong relationship between internal marketing and the behavior of employees and organizational commitment and presents a key factor in offering superior services and attain success in the external marketing of an organization (Raye et al., 2010 and Seyed Javadein et al., 2011).

According to Kotler et al. (2006), there is a difference between conventional and service oriented organizations in terms of the flow and direction of focus and organizational structure differ and indicated in Figure 1. In service culture oriented organizations the flow of information originates at the corporate management and flows towards the customers. Where this management focus is not followed, a weak corporate structure may be the result and will manifest in the following (Kotler et al., 2006):

♦ Few or no common values or norms will exist as a benchmark.
♦ Employees may become unsure of their roles.
♦ Lack of empowerment negatively affects customer service.
The top-down approach is a multidisciplinary approach, because many departments of the organization are involved and not only the marketing department. Tsai and Wu (2006) suggested that internal marketing should be kept in mind in the design and implementation of human resource management systems so that internal marketing is used within that system to enhance the employees’ job satisfaction, motivate employees to achieve organizational goals and promote employee perceptions regarding organizational commitment. The corporate cultural orientation should, therefore, especially include human resource participation with regard to aspects such as job creation, hiring the right people, emphasising teamwork, providing regular information, continuous training and showing each department the importance to work together to provide quality service.

The implementation of the corporate culture must be goal oriented, so that the behaviors among the employees correspond with the original intention of the investment in internal marketing activities within the organization, because internal marketing has a positive direct effect on organizational commitment of the employees (Awwad and Agti, 2011, p. 232). Human resources can then create more emotionally attached employees believing in “their” organization where they want to remain employed, by providing effective training, a fair reward system, a positive interaction between employees within the organization and sharing vision among them.

**Practical implementation**

To ultimately provide a better service experience for customers, more attention should be directed towards enhancing organisational commitment among personnel, with a focus on the effective criteria of internal marketing (Awwad and Agti, 2011, p. 232).

Telkom, the oldest fixed line telephone company in South Africa, said “Culture is important, because it powerfully influence the behavior of employees; it is difficult to change; and because it’s near invisibility makes it hard to address directly” (Singleton, 2004). Telkom addressed the following core values of their value system to bridge the culture gap and provide motivation for quality customer service: we value people and their diversity; we are performance driven; we are customer focused; we create shareholder value; we are a model corporate citizen; and act with integrity in everything (Singleton, A., 2004).

Practical steps by Standard Bank (South Africa) in this regard were described in terms of practical outcomes relating to the practical application of their corporate culture, namely (Standard Bank Sustainability Report, 2014 and Reynolds-de Bruin, 2013):

- Front-line employees provide an excellent customer experience.
- Clear customer service goals are continuously communicated through various channels to employees.
- Visible leadership is provided in driving their service culture by management taking a prominent role and dedicates time to pay visits across the country and interacting with employees and customers.
A good example of a practical application of internal marketing on different hierarchical levels in a business was found in the case of the Nstar (a mega USA energy supply company) (Schweiger, n.d.). Nstar’s internal marketing is clearly based on and derived from the mission and culture of the business. They presented it in a layered approach to reflect the golden line of customer service culture. The aims of each of the levels start with the slogan: “Building a company we are proud to own” and each layer (or level) flows from the mission statement in layer 1: “We are in the business of serving or customers well”.

Layer 1 links customer service to the mission and corporate culture.

Layer 2 expresses the mission statement in terms of culture and strategy objectives.

Layer 3 links mission and corporate culture with management level success criteria relating to a dependable service.

Layer 4 links the mission and corporate culture to the performance of specific tasks with the slogan “It starts with us”.

Dunnett (2007, p. 44) suggests that the “caliber” of services that the customer receives will depend on “the corporate culture’s ability to motivate its members and gain commitment from them to serve the customers in the intended way”.

Conclusion

A well-planned and maintained corporate culture, based on quality service delivery goals, can enhance the stability and sustainability of the delivery of service quality. Top management should take the initiative to plan and manage such a corporate culture. Service quality delivery involves inputs from the different functional areas and levels. Employees must be convinced to deliver constant good service quality, because they want to get feeling of fulfilment and self-motivation derived from that in the created culture.
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